FADE IN:

EXT. TERRORIST NEWS SET – DAY

ALI (40’s) addresses the camera directly with a microphone in hand. He looks like a Muslim extremist and is incredibly somber.

ALI

Fellow members of Al-Qaeda, I have a very serious announcement to make. Last night, the prophet Muhammad came to me in a dream. He was angry, restless, and displeased. He said it was time to declare a jihad...

The camera pulls back, revealing a used car lot behind Ali. The lot is decorated with streamers, banners, and balloons.

ALI

...a jihad on prices that is, at Crazy Muhammad’s Used Car Sale Extravaganza! From now until sundown we’re slashing prices on gently used vehicles packed with C4 and tanks of propane. Greet your 72 virgins in style when you cruise into the afterlife in a previously owned Toyota, Nissan, or Volkswagon. Come to the only dealership in Mecca endorsed by Bin Laden himself. Just look at what all my happy customers are saying.

EXT. USED CAR LOT – DAY

TERRORIST #1 sits in a used car and addresses the camera.

TERRORIST #1

Some dealerships jack up their prices so high that it makes me want to throw Lynndie England into a human meat grinder. But at Crazy Muhammad’s, it’s easy to obey the Koran in a Sudan!
EXT. USED CAR LOT – DAY

TERRORIST #2 sits in a used car and addresses the camera.

    TERRORIST #2
    I’ll be the most popular terrorist in Guantanamo Bay when my brothers hear about my new ride. I’d rather be water boarded than to miss this sale!

EXT. USED CAR LOT – DAY

TERRORIST #3 sits in a used van and addresses the camera.

    TERRORIST #3
    I’m off to Times Square! Wish me luck!

TERRORIST #3 beeps his horn twice.

EXT. USED CAR LOT – DAY

Ali speaks directly into the camera holding a machete and a microphone. There is a tied up American next to him with a blindfold on.

    ALI
    I’ve gone so crazy with savings, I’m going to make you all a killer deal. If someone doesn’t buy a car within the next 30 minutes, I WON’T behead this journalist. So hurry on down to Crazy Muhammad’s Used Car Sale Extravaganza... and praise Allah by buying an Impala!

FADE OUT